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Abstract

With significantly increasing number of archived

movie sequences a need of their automatic indexation

and annotation is raising. Robust and fast temporal seg-

mentation of video sequences is one of the challenging

research topics in this area. In this paper we propose

a new temporal segmentation method of the video se-

quences based on PCA approach. Contrary to standard

approaches based on histogram or motion field analysis

the proposed method does not require any such a com-

plex analysis. The method starts with sparse greyscale

sampling and eigen-analysis of input sequence. A sum

of absolute derivatives of temporal mixing coefficients

of main eigen-images is then used as cuts detection fea-

ture, while dissolve transitions are detected by means

of coefficients’ specific behaviour. The functionality of

the method was successfully tested on number of se-

quences ranging from artificial set of similar dynamic

textures to professional documentary movies. Although,

the results may not be unexpected, we believe that pro-

posed method provides novel, very fast and reliable way

of movie cuts detection.

1 Introduction

Recent increasing accessibility of tools for creating

and editing of digital movies, results in tremendous in-

crease of stored digital video data. Furthermore, a vast

number of digitalized movies are stored in archives. To

allow us to effectively search in these massive data,

methods of automatic indexation, annotation, and re-

trieval becomes essential. Automatic video indexation

method should be able to divide the video sequence

into a set of scenes an further to individual shots, while

providing user with corresponding representative infor-

mation. Two video shots are typically divided either

by simple cuts (abrupt change of two shots) or means

of more complex gradual effects as dissolves of two

shots (see Fig. 1), fades, wipes etc. As this topic is

very timely today there is significant research effort in-

volved in solving of this task as it is apparent from

available survey papers [6, 7]. The core of all pub-

lished methods is a temporal segmentation algorithm,

by which we can roughly group them into several cate-

gories. The first of them is based on some kind of pixel-

wise inter-frame difference [13]. As this approach is

susceptible to noise, its block-based modifications were

implemented. The second group of methods is based

on inter-frame histogram comparison [13]. As this ap-

proach does not take into account any spatial distribu-

tion of pixels over the frame, its modification were sug-

gested dividing each frame into several regions for lo-

cal difference computation [8]. While the above men-

tioned methods are popular and relatively computation-

ally efficient in cuts detection, they often fail in detec-

tion of gradual transitions in the sequence To solve this

a next group of method emerged based on motion de-

tection in the analysed sequence. These method were

based either on block-wise motion detection [11, 10] or

on motion field analysis [2]. While the former com-

pute block-wise pixel difference of motion compen-

sated blocks the latter use inverse of motion smooth-

ness as a frames disparity measure. There are also

approaches available based on unsupervised temporal

clustering [4], on examining spatial distribution of edge

pixels [12], or on video model-based techniques [5].

The motion and model based methods have generally

better performance than the pixel or histogram-based

methods mainly in detection of gradual changes, how-

ever, their computational demands are due to using of

motion compensation much higher. On the other hand,

motion-based methods should not misinterpret a slow

camera motion as a shot transition. In this paper we pro-

pose novel, fast, and reliable PCA-based approach for

temporal segmentation of movie sequences. The prin-

ciple of the method is outlined in Section 2. Section 3

shows results of the method and discuses its advantages

and limitations. Section 4 concludes the paper.



Figure 2. Scheme of the proposed cuts detection method.

Figure 1. Example of dissolve transition.

2 PCA-Based Temporal Segmentation

The scheme of the proposed segmentation method is

shown in Fig. 2. The method starts with sparse spatial

sampling of individual frames from the input sequence,

since our experiments have shown that only a very lim-

ited number of pixels is required for the proper func-

tionality of the method.

Eigen-analysis: Selected RGB pixels of individ-

ual images from the video sequence are converted to

greyscale and arranged into normalized column vectors

forming matrix C (n × t) where n is number of pixel

values n = MN depending on the image resolution

M × N , t is a number of colour frames and µC is a

mean image of the sequence. Matrix C is a subject

of eigen-analysis that follows. From the matrix C a

covariance matrix A (t × t) is created including spa-

tial and spectral correlation of the sequence according

to A = C
T
C. The resulted matrix A is decomposed

using singular value decomposition. A = UDU
T [3]

where U is orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors and D is

diagonal matrix of corresponding eigenvalues sorted in

ascending order. From matrix U only a k of eigenvec-

tors (k = 3) are preserved in the matrix Ũ correspond-

ing to eigenvalues bearing the most of the information.

Using Û = CŨD̃, where D̃ = diag{σ
−

1

2

1 , . . . , σ
−

1

2

k },

we obtain the matrix of eigen-images Û ordered into k
columns of the length n. Finally the progress of tempo-

ral mixing coefficients of individual eigen-images Û for

all frames from the original sequence is computed using

M = Û
T
C. Only the matrix M (k × t) is a subject of

the further processing.

Scene Cut Detection: The coefficients of first

k principal components contain most of the informa-

tion about sequence dynamics and contents change (see

Fig. 2-a). The main temporal changes in these coeffi-

cients, i.e., cut points, can be obtained by absolute value

of coefficients’ derivative approximated as temporal dif-

ference (see Fig. 2-b). Finally, the absolute values of the

derivative coefficients are summarised (see Fig. 2-c) to

obtain the proposed discriminative feature f as follows

f(i; i = 1 . . . t) =

k∑

j=1

|M(j, i + 1)−M(j, i)| . (1)

To reliably determine cuts in the sequence we sug-

gest to use two thresholds

TH = cH max
i=1...t

f(i) TL = cL max
i=1...t

f(i) (2)

where cH , cL are two user-defined constants from an in-

terval (0 . . . 1). We mark frame i directly as a cut point

if f(i) > TH . On the other hand, we disqualify the

point i from being a cut point when f(i) < TL. While

TH guarantee that none important coefficient change is

missed, TL prevent relatively minor changes to be con-

sidered as a cut. If a value f(i) lies in-between TL and

TH , a contextual neighbourhood ε (see Fig. 2-c) at the

point i is evaluated using

ε(i) = f(i)−f(i−1)−f(i+1)−f(i−2)−f(i+2) .
(3)

Such a point is marked as the cut when ε(i) > 0, i.e.,

when feature f has a distinctive peak at position i. Al-

though an optimal setting of the values cH , cL can de-

pend on a temporal dynamics of the analysed sequence,

all results in this paper were obtained using cH = 0.5
and cL = 0.15.

The proposed method works well for the sequence

analysed in one stroke, however, almost every movie

sequence contains tens thousands of frames. The re-

liable temporal segmentation of sequences of such a

length using the proposed approach would require enor-

mous processing times and a high number of the pre-

served principal components. To avoid this situation we

suggest a moving window extension as it is shown in

Fig. 3. The principle of the extension rests on subdivi-

sion of analysed sequence into a set of overlapping win-

dows. The contents of the windows are analysed inde-

pendently, possibly simultaneously, in a way described

above. The only addition is that the feature f of the



Figure 3. The proposed moving window

extension.

whole sequence is obtained as maxima of features from

the overlapped parts of the windows (see Fig. 3). The

cuts are obtained from the feature f in the same way

as explained above. The proposed approach allows us

to gain significant increase in processing speed as the

whole sequence is processed linearly in time.

Dissolve Transition Detection: An analysis of

the mixing coefficients in individual temporal win-

dows has revealed that a typical dissolve shots tran-

sition (see Fig.1) is accompanied by a smooth mono-

tone change in first component’s coefficient in sig-

nificantly higher span than in the remaining compo-

nents’ coefficients (see Fig.4). The candidate of dis-

Figure 4. Temporal window with typical

dissolve transition in the middle.

solve transition v is found as a maximum variance ρp

of first temporal coefficient M(1, .) in local neighbour-

hood p over the size of temporal window of length

T , i.e., v = maxi=1...T ρp(M(1, i)). This candidate

is marked as a dissolve transition when sp > cps1,

s1 > css2, s1 > css3 and M(1, .) shows signifi-

cant monotonicity in neighbourhood p at position v,

i.e., max(dM+/dM−, dM−/dM+) > cm, where

dM+, dM− are sums of positive and negative values

in temporal derivative d(i) = M(1, i + 1) −M(1, i).
Values p = 20 frames, cm = 10, cp = 0.7, and cs = 1.5
were used throughout our experiments.

3 Results and Discussion

The performance of the proposed segmentation tech-

nique was tested on a range of artificial and real se-

quences. From each frame only a 1200 pixels were

sampled giving us a resolution 40 × 30. All the test

sequences were converted to a greyscale prior to the

analysis and only three main principal components were

used during the floating window eigen-analysis (i.e.,

k = 3), although the optimal number may be set de-

pendently on analysed sequence. Length of temporal

window T was 100 frames with 25 frames overlap.

For basic test of our method three artificial sequences

were created as a sequence of similar dynamic textures

(DT) from DynTex database [9]. Fig. 5 shows repre-

sentative frames if individual ”shots” in three dynamic

textures DT1 (different water surfaces), DT2 (different

views of the same steaming pot), and DT3 (identical wa-

ter surface in different time). Although the sequences

were created from DTs exhibiting very similar tempo-

ral dynamics the method found reliably all 9 cuts.

Representative frames of shots in sequence DT1

Representative frames of shots in sequences DT2 and DT3

Figure 5. Examples of test dynamic tex-
ture sequences.

The results on DTs were encouraging so we moved

to tests on five TV advertisement clips (MV1, MV2,

MV3, MV4, and MV5) containing 5192 frames with 94

cuts and 4 dissolves. Estimated cut transitions in these

sequences are shown in Fig. 6. Each video sequence is

represented by its time-slice and corresponding ground-

truth (GT) set of cuts in blue. Below in red are shown

cuts estimated by the proposed method together with

the graph of the proposed discrimination feature f , with

marked levels of used TL and TH . Method found all but

one cuts (MV3), however, it missed two dissolve effects

present in MV1 and MV2.

Eventually, we tested our method on five sequences

from TREC retrieval database [1]. The sequences con-

tained eight NASA documentary movies of total length

45 minutes. A total of 268 cuts and 200 dissolve tran-

sitions were identified in these sequences by a human

observer. Performance of our method on this dataset is

summarised in Tab. 1, where NT is a total number of

transitions, NC , NM , NF are numbers of correctly de-

tected, missed, and falsely detected shots transitions, re-

spectively. Corresponding recall R = NC/(NC +NM )
and precision P = NC/(NC + NF ) retrieval rates are

show in last two columns.

transition NT NC NM NF R P

cuts 268 268 0 19 100.0 93.7

dissolves 200 157 43 81 78.5 66.0

Table 1. Performance on TREC dataset.



The speed of the method is due to the introduced

floating window extension very high. Processing of

1000 frames sequence, already loaded to memory, us-

ing our C++ implementation takes approximately 3.5

seconds on PC AMD Athlon 2GHz. Thus the tem-

poral segmentation of one hour movie with framerate

25 frames/second would take approximately 315 sec-

onds. If needed the method’s performance can be even

improved if more frame pixels, principal components

k or/and all RGB components are used. Nevertheless,

some these changes may have impact on method’s final

speed.

4 Conclusions

We have presented a novel PCA-based approach to

temporal segmentation of video sequences. The method

provides reliable detection of cuts and promising de-

tection of dissolve transitions in video sequences. The

method is extremely fast due to subdivision of a se-

quence into a set of independently processed overlap-

ping blocks, and due to very sparse greyscale sampling

of movie frames. Robustness of the method was suc-

cessfully tested on challenging set artificial and real

movie sequences. We believe that the proposed method

offers performance comparable with current state-of-

the-art, while benefits from its exceptional speed.
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